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DEC 1 9 f991 

Decision 97-12-099 De<:ember 16, 1997 ffl1fOln(ruOm fi) fl 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STJ.YI{&~lc~ll.li:b~~I.~J. 

Order Instituting Ru1emaking on the Commission's 
own motion to consider the line extension rules of 
electric and gas utilities. 

Request by Pacific Gas and Electric Company to File 
New Form 79-875 (or Temporary Service Agreements 
for both Gas and Electric Service. 

Rutemaking 92-03-050 
(Filed March 31, 1992) 

Application 91-06-016 
(Filed June 7; 1991) 

(See Decision (D.) 95-12-013 for a list of appearances.) 

OPINION 

Summary 
Since the applicant design pilot program lor residential gas and elcctric 

distribution services was a success, the Commission concludes that the program should 

be implemented as a regular utility tariff option. Under the tariff option, the utilities 

would provide an applic.lnt for utility service with a bid for designing the proposed 

system. TIle applic.,nt could "shop" the utility's bid and have a third-party designer 

undertake the 5ystem design. If the applicant dedded not to lISC the utility's design 

services, the utility will credit the applic.lIlt with the amount of the utility's bid less any 

appropriate charges such as (or plan checking. This new tariff option will provide 

builders with a choke betwccn utility design or d('sign by lhird·p.uty designers for 

residential gas and electric distribution facilities serving their projlXts. 

Background 
In D.95-12-013, the Commission approved a 24-month pilot program to test the 

feasibility of applicants designing distribution facilities (or gas and electric service to 

their proj«(s. The Commission staled: 
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liThe pilot program should allow the Commission to identify the issues, 
collect data, and quantify the potential savings, if at\y, from 'unbundling' 
the design of distribution facilitics, so that appJicants have the option of 
designing facilities for their own projects." (0.95-12-013, mimeo. at p. 2.) 

The applicant design pilot program commenced on JaJ\uary I, 1996 with semi

annual workshops held to analyze data, determine what aspects of the program were 

working well, and what changes were necessary to improve the process. Semi-annual 

workshops were held on September 12,1996 and January 10, 1997. \Vorkshop reports 

were li1ed on September 20, 1996 and April 3, 1997, respectively. Additionally, several 

supplemental workshops and subcommittee meetings were heJd to address specific 

issues. These are addressed in the final workshop reported dated September 2, 1997. 

Comments on the workshop report were filed by Utility Design, Inc. (UOI). Comments 

and reply comments Were HIed by the utilities" and the Coalition of California Utility 

Employees. 

A total of 255 residential subdivisions Were processed under the pilot program. 

The utilities and applicant designers agree that the pilot program was an unqualified 

sUCcess. Surveys conducted of Ill:ajor California builders confirm that: 

• Applicant design works. 

• Builders (avor and will support the option of applicant design. 

• Builders, design firms, and the utilities have successfully prOVen that they eim 
coordinate the ncccssary resources to produce gas and electric designs 
acceptable to the utilities. 

• \Vith building actlvity increasing in California, the pilot program has proven to 
be a valuable time-saving oplion, saving builders as much as two months on 
an otherwise seven-month design process. 

I The utilities are: Paofie Gas and EIt'Chk Comp.my (PG&E), Southern California Edison 
Company (Edison), Southern California Gas COIl\pany (SoCatGas), s.'n Diego Gas &. Elc-ctric 
Con'lpany (SDG&E), Southw('sl Gas Corporillion (SouthwC'St), and PadfiCorp. 
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• Applicant design has also proven to be a valuable project planning alternative 
to exclusive utility control over system design . 

• The availability oi third-party designers through the applicant design pilot 
progr,lOl has increased the pool of gas and electric design resources available 
to buitders without ratepayer support or subsidies. 

\Ve commend the utilities and their design staffs for working with the third

pari)' applicant designers to make the pHot program a success. \Ve will continue 

applicant design as a regular utility tarifi option, and in this dedsion We address the 

remaining issues. 

Applicant DesIgn EngineerIng Credit 
Historically, the utilities had sole control over the design of distribution services, 

and the design service was provided at applicant's expense subject to refund. \Vith the 

introduction of the pilot applicant design program, the utilities provided a credit when 

the applicant elected to design its own project: 

II •••• The utilities point out that the pilot program has been designed to 
generate a credit to ti,e applicaut, consisting of the costs which the utility 
avoids by not designing the facilities and instead engaging in more 
limited plan check activities. According to the utilities, this is the only 
'immediate benefit o( savings' that will be produced by the pilot progrilnl 
and such benefitl if any, flows only to the applicant. Thus, there are 110 
immediate savings (or ratepayers. Nonetheless, the utilities believe that, if 
the pilot program demonslr~ltes that applicants may safely and reliably 
design utility projects in sufficient numbers, they may be able to make 
appropriate permanent adjustments to their design proc('ss. It is the 
utilities' belief that while thNe (ert,-"inl}' is the potential for longer-term 
riltepayer savings, any such savings are far from 'immediate' and (Crtilin." 
(D.95-12-013, mimco. pp. 5 and 6, emphasis in original.) 

The issue now bdorc the Commission is the continuation of the credit when 

applk.mt design becomes a regular utility tariff option. And with reg.ud to c"'Ilculation 

of the credit, applicant designers now have concerns o\'er (1) the hourly r,lte, and (2) the 

time alloc,lted by each ulility (or specific t.lsks. 

During the pilot program, each utility gave applicant designers a credit 

representing the refundable valuc e.\ch utility placed on thc design services. The credit 
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represented the utility's opinion of the hours required to design a particular gas and 

electric facility, multiplied by an hourly rate established by the utility. The applicant 

designers complain that the credits do not fairly compens.-lte them for the services 

provided. 

During the course of the pilot program an engineering credit subcommittee was 

formed to study and make recommendations on how to resolve this issue. At the 

committee meetings, applicant engineers and consultants discuSSed how each utility 

calculated the design credit's hourly rate as well as the number of hours required to 

design each project. The subcommiuce made progress in defining the applicant 

designer tasks to be credited; however, no consensus was eVer reached on what was a 

reasonable ainount of hours to be credited for each task. Moreover, no agreement was 

reached (oncerning the hourly rate. 

UDI argues that since the utilities arc in competition to provide the same design 

services, the utilities have a sell-interest in prOViding applicant designers low 

reimbursement for their services. 

On the other hand, the utilities contend that applicant designers should only be 

compensated (or the utility's "avoided cost." For examplc, applicant designers arc 

reimbursed by PG&E. as (oHows: 

Standard flours X $40.00 

Standard flours represent the amount of time determined by PC&E 
necessary to design specific jobs. 

The $40 per AppHcant Design Credit ratc is based on the a\'erage wage of 
a f>G&E estimator/designer and includes the foJlowing overheads: 

• Payron additives 

~ Benefits such as medical, dental, vision l life insur.mcc, etc. 

~ Taxes stich as HCA,I~UTA, Medic.1fc, Social Security, Workers' 
Compensation, etc. 
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• Paid Absences 

"* Such as vacationl sick leaves, personal business, safely and job training. 
jury duty, etc. 

The $40/hour Applicant Design Credit docs not include the following 
overheads: 

• Management and Supervision 

"* Such as costs to direct, supervisc, and support d~sign personnel including 
supplies, computers, telecomm\lnications, insurance, office space, elc. 

• Corporate Overheads 

"* Such as Human Resources, General Accounting, Legal, Corporate office 
expenses/salaries 

The hourly rates of the other utilities, also based on avoided cost, arc comparable. 

Rather than argue OVer why the utilities should be allowed to recover all their 

overheads and applicant designers should not, UDI recommends that the Commission 

direct the utilili~s to pay applicant designers the market r.lle lor such design services. 

The Coalition of California Utility Employees (CUE) disagrees with UDl's 

proposa1. CUE contends that the arguments of the third-parly design firms and 

developers for larger er~dits arc nothing more than an attempt to have the utilities or 

riltepayers subsidize private development. According to CUE, the applle.lnt designers 

should receive no more than the utility's avoided cost, since any gre.lter credit weuld 

come at the expense of the utility or the ratepayers. 

cun argues that the Commission should resist the invitation to use ratepa}'er or 

shareholder money to artificially subsidize third-party design firms in the name of 

"customer choice." According to CUE, the pilot progr.lm has clearly demonstrated that 

developers va]ue the fleXibility and time savings (rom designing their own line 

extensions. Any credits from the utility arc secondary at most. Indeed, the tot.,1 cost of 

line extensions is only a very small portion of the costs of a residential development. 

Time saved by the developer is far more valuable because the time it takes (or designing 
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line extensions, not their cost, is usually the critical determining factor (or developers in 

deciding who will perform the design, according to CUE. 

CUE suggests that if the Commission wants to do more to (oster customer choice 

than simply giving deVelopers the choice, it should separate the design {unction (rom 

other project costs and require the utility to bid against third parties for the line 

extension design. The developer could choose the bid that best suits its needs. \Vith 

this system, as proposed by CUE, the developer would pay (or its design costs, but 

would not receive any refund (rom the utility. 

\Ve have carefully considered the arguments of the parties and do not find a 

perfect solution to the issue of credits. However, we are convinced that the 

Commission should not be involved in micromanaging applicant design when it 

becomes a tariff option. Specifically, we should not be invol\'cd in setting hourly rates 

and standard times (or designer tasks. 

\Ve believcthat rather than selling market-based rates (or applicant design, there 

shouJd be a bidding prO<:'ess established, as currently exists (or construction of these 

facilities (Option 2). The utility should similarly provide the applicant with a bid (or 

design of the project, and the applicant would have the option to shop the utility's bid 

(the same as in Option 2). Thus, the applicant would have a choice. 

\Vc now tum to the next question: If the applicant decides to do its own design, 

should there be: (1) no credit (as recommended by CUE), (2) a credit equat the utility's 

avoided cost as determined by the utility, or (3) a credit equal to the utility's bid? 

\Ve reject the first option since it would be premature, at this time, to delete all 

{Iesign credits (or either applicant designed projects or n'lake a charge for utility 

designed projects. A Public Utilities (PU) Code § 783 analysis may be required before 

we courd do so. And there is no such analysis in the record. 

Also, We reject the second option, since we do not wish to initiate debate in this 

proceeding as to the reasonableness of each uti Ii ty's overheads, and which components 

of the overheads should properly be induded in the avoided cost credit provided by the 

utility. 
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\Ve arc left with the third option, a credit equat to the utility's bid amount. Of 

the three options, we believe that this is the least problematic. CUE's argument 

opposing subsidies in the name of applicant choice is well taken. Howe\'er, as 

discussed above, this is not the time to do aw.l.Y with all credits. Given the choices, we 

conclude that a credit based on the utility's bid is a reasonable compromise and would 

be a fair proxy (or the utility's actual avoided (ost. At least, this option would not 

require Commission involvement in setting hourly rates and would eliminate any 

argument regarding standard times for design tasks. Also, it avoids the need for debate 

on the utility's avoided cost. 

Additionally, we will require the utility to book to its accounts the utility's bid 

amount, whether the design was done by the utility or an applicant. If the utility's 

actual cost was n\ore than the bid amount, the utilit)' would write of( the excess. If the 

cost was less than the bId, the utility would credit the difference to revenues. Also, the 

utility would provide the applicant with a credit equal to the utility's bid amount less 

any appropriate charges such as (or plan checking. 

With regard to plan checking, as recommended by UDI, the procedure initiated 

by 0.95-12-013 and maintained during the pilot program should continue. The utilities 

should charge r.l.tepayers for the first plan check and charge applicants (or subsequent 

plan checks. 

In summary, we will require each utility to file a tariff oplion to implement 

applicant design (or all residential gas and electric distribution facilities, including a bid 

procedure and credit provision, as disclissed above. 

The Scope of the Applicant Design Program 
UDI argues that the Commission should allow applicant design of all comml'Tcial 

distribution systems and services of less than 60 KV (or eleclric and up to 60 PSfG for 

g.,s, regardless of whether the {acilities arc new, temporiH}', or a replacement of existing 

systems. 

UDI points out that at present, developers o{ commercial projects receive 

dissimilar treatment from different utilities. Applicant design is av.,ilable for residential 
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facilities throughout California, yet is available (or commercial projects only in 

Southwest's, SDG&E1s and SoCalGas' service territories. A commercial project can be 

applicant designed in SDG&E territory, yet a similar project in Edison/SoCalGas or 

Edison/Southwest territories can only have its gas system applicant designed. The 

same type of commercial project in PG&E territory cannot be designed by the applicant. 

According to UDJ, sufficient experience has been developed (rom the pilot 

program to demonstrate that in addition to residential deVelopments, private sector 

engineers can design other types of facilities that meet utility specifications, are 

completed timely, and evidence a high degree of quality. 

The utilities disagree with UOI that the applicant design option should be made 

available for commercial projects. 

The utilities state that by far l the majority of line extensions constructed in 

California are residential in nature. EVen with this huge market available for third

party designl the projects cornpleted under the pilot program represent an extremely 

small number compared to the number of proje((s that could be designed by third 

parties. Even though residential subdivision design is fairly consistent from project to 

project, the utilities contend that applicant designers have struggled, at times, to deliver 

an acceptable product. On the other hand, since commercial and industrial type 

projecls can be extremel)' complex and vary significantly, the utilities believe that it is 

quite doubtful that any significant quantity of design work will be produced by 

applic<lflt designers. 

FUrlher, the utilities point out that although applicant design for non·residential 

projects has bren available (or some utilities during the course of the pilot program, not 

one non-residential project has been completed in the State. Therefore, the utilitie3 

contend that despite the opportunity to produce non-residential projects, applicant 

designers have failed to develop non-residential project experience. 

We agree with the utilities that it would be premature to require the immediate 

expansion of applicant dt'sign to include non-residential projects. Therefore, for the 

time being, app1ic.lIlt design may be limited to new residential line and service 

extensions throughout the State. Those utilities desiring to offer applicant design on 
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any new line or service extension should be allowed to do so. lIo\\,'e\,er, within three 

years all the utilities should open their programs to applicant design of non-residential 

projeds by designers that have met the utilities' prequalification requirements for such 

projects. \Ve require each utility to design its own progr.ml lor phasing-in applicant 

design of non-residential projects. 

Also, we agree with the utilities that applicant design should not be a utility tariff 

option in cases where there is no applicant for new line Or service extension work (e.g., 

system replacement, system relocation). 

Prequaliflcation of Designers 
In 0.95-12-013, approving the pilot-program, the utilities were allowed to 

prequaHfy designers. The requirement is intended to help ensure a high quality of 

effort and reduce the number of additional plan checks. The loint Utilities request that 

the prequalification requirement adopted in 0.95-12-013 be continued. \Ve agree. 

There have been nO complaints during the pilot program that the utilities have bccl\ 

unreasonable in their requirements. Further, We believe prequalification of designers 

would be in the public interest. The applicant design program should continue to allow 

the utilities to adnlinister reasonable prequalification requirements (or applic<1fit 

designers comparable to requirements imposed on utility designers and contract 

designers. 

Residential Single Services 
On April 3, 1997, pursuant to a n\otion filed by UDI, the utilities announced 

expansion of the pilot progr.lm beyond residential subdivisions and deveJopments to 

include residential single servin's. Concurrently, SoCalGas and Southwest further 

expanded their progr~lms to include commercial services sen'ed with medium pressure 

requiring three-inch plastic pipe or smaller. 

Temporary Facilities 
Applk<ltion (A.) 91-06-016, which involves the design of temporary electric 

facilities, was consolidated with this proceeding (Rulemaking 92-03·050). Given that the 

applicant design pilot progr.,m focused on the higher volume and mote complicated 
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gas and elechic extensions in residential subdivisions, the applicant design pilot 

program has eclipsed the need for a separ~lte proceeding. Accordingly, A.91-06-016 

should be dosed. the applicant design progr.1m should include design of temporary 

facilities. 

Comments on Proposed Decision 
On November 12,1997, the Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) proposed dccision1 

was issued for comments pursuant to an AL] ruling. Comments were Wed by the 

utilities, PG&EJ and UDI. Reply Corr'llilents wcrefiled by the utilities and VDI. \Ve 

have carefully revie\\'cd the comments and made changes to the ALYs proposed 

dccision ".'here appropriate. 

Filldings of Fact 
1. The appJicant design pilot program for the design of residential gas and dedric 

line and distribution systems has been a success. 

2. The utilities, builders, and third-party designers agree that the pilot program 

should be implemented as a regular utility tariff option. 

3. The ne\.,,' tariff option should encompass new residential gas and electric line 

extensions throughout the State. 

4. If the applicant lieddes not to use the utility's design services, the utility should 

credit the appJic.lnt with the amount of the utility's bid less any appropriate chargl's 

such as for plan checking. 

5. Applicant design should not be a utility tariff option in cases where there is no 

appJicant for new line or service extension work (e.g., system replacement, system 

relocation). 

6. Applic.1nt design should become a utility tariff option for commercial and 

industrial programs within three years. 

J This is not a Scc:Uon 311 maller. 
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7. The applicant design program should continue to allow the utilities to 

administer reasonable prequalification requirements (or applicant designers 

comparable to requirements imposed on utility designers and contract designers. 

8. Those utilities desiring to offer applicant design (or non-residential projects, or 

projects where there is no applicant, should be allowed to do so. 

9. The applicant design pilot program and the new utility tariff option include 

residential single services. 

10. A.91-06-016, which involves the design of teolporary facitities, is no longer 

necessary and should be dosed. 

Conclusions 01 Law 
1. It is in the public interest to implement an applicant design utility tariff option 

for residential gas and electric line and distribution systems as proposed in this 

decision. 

2. A credit equal to the utility's bid (or design of a project is a reasonable proxy (or 

the uliHty's avoided cost. 

3. For applicant designed systems, the utilities should provide credits equal to 

their bids. 

4. A Section 783 analysis is not required to imp}entent the applicant design 

program as a regular utility tariff option since applicants stilt have the opportunity to 

have distribution systems designed by the utility at the applicant's expense, as part of 

the total job cost, subject to refund. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern CaHtornia Gas Company, San Diego 

Gas & Electric Company, Southwest Gas Corporation" Southern California Edison 

Company, and PacifiCorp. shall file an applicant design utility tariff oplion (or new 

residential gas and electric line and distribution systems with an applk.1nt credit 
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provision, as discussed in this decision. These tariff filings shall bc<ome e((eclive on 

July I, 1998. 

2. The applicant design pilot program shall remain in cf(ed unlit the filed (Miff 

options for each utility be~ome cf(c<live. 

3. Applicant design shall be a utility tadlE option (or temporary facilities. 

4. The utilities shall within thr~ years make the applicant design taritf option 

avaiJable for all projeCts where there is an applicant requesting commercial or industrial 

service Jess than 60 KV fot electric and up to 60 PsIG for gas. 

5. The applicant design phase of this proceeding is dosed. Also, Application 

91-06-016 is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated December 16, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 

I will file a concurring opinion. 

/5/ JESSIE]. KNIGHT,JR. 
Commissioner 
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Commissioner Jessie J. Knight. Jr .• Concurring: 

The design of di~tribution services is clearly not a natural monopoly. The pilot program 

proved that the de.sign of distribution systems (0 serve residential customers can be performed by 

a wide variety of firms and that given lhe chance, these alternath'e providers can delh'er a final 

product that is more affordable or otherwise better meets the needs of the custOmer. 

Eventually competition will de\'elop for the construction and maintenance of distribution 

facililles. In my opinion, the construction of distribution facilities dOes not exhibit any of the 

characteristics o( a monopoly function. Also, the maintenance of such systems may not be a 

naturaJly monopolistic function. This commission will have to re-visit the conceplthat the 

provision of distribution service is a natural monopoly. We have taken the first tentative steps 

toward aJlowing distribution competition. The pto\'ision of over-the-fencc generation, allowing 

the unbundling and the competitive provision of meters and nieter services, and allowing the 

competith'c procurement of distribution system design that is part of this decision, aU begin to 

chip away at the facade of natural monopoly which the utility distribulion c{lmpanie.s argue and 

claim exists. The industry was slow to see the advent of competition iil generation and tetail 

provision of electricity. Now it is starting 10 grasp the eventual reality that competition in 

transmission services is coming and will become a forgone conclusion as part of the evolution of 

competitive energy markets. Soon they will have to come to grips with competition wirhin the 

bastion of distribution. II is only a matter of time. 

An previously regulated industries believed that their industry was special and that 

normal rules of economics and business did not exist in that particular market. Experience over 

the past 30 years has shown that markets can be opened to competition and that the a natural 

monopoly situation is transitory and (emporal in nature. The time of the natural monopoly over 

distribution service-.s will, in my e.slimation, be over much sooner than the conventiOnal wisdom 

in (his industry would have us bclic\·c. 

Dated December 16, 1997 in San Francisco. California. 

lsi Jessie J. Knight. Jr. 
Jessie J. Knighl, Jr. 

Commissioner 

Concurring Stattm~nl o/Comrnissionu ltuit J. Knlsht. Ir.tQ 
D. 97-12·()99 

D~ctmbu 16.1997 
Page I 
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Commissioner Jessie J. Knight, Jr., Concurring: 

The design of distribution services is clearly not a natural monopoly. The pHot prQgram 

pro.ved that the design of distribution systems to ser\'e residential customers can be performed by 

a wide variely o.f firms and that given the chance, these alternative pro.viders can deliver a final 

product that is more affordable or otherwise better meets the needs of the customer. 

Eventually competition will develop for the construction and maintenance of distribution 

facilities. In my opinion, the construction Qf distribution facilities does not exhibit any of the 

characteristic.s o.f a monoPQly function. Also, the maintenance of such systems may not be a 

naturally monopolistic function. This co.mmission will have to. re-visit the co.ncept that the 

provisio.n of distribution service is a natural mo.nopoly. We have taken the first tentative steps 

toward allowing distribution competition. The provision of over-the-fence generation, allowing 

the unbundling and the competitive provision Qf meters and meter servke-s. and allowing the 

cQmpetitive procurenicnl of distribution system design that is part Qf this decision. all begin to. 

chip away at the facade of natural monopoly which the utility distribution companies argue and 

claim exists. The industry was slow (0 see the advent of competition in generation and retail 

provision o.f electricity. Now it is starting to grasp thc ewntual reality that co.mpetition in 

transmissiQn sen'ices is coming and will becQmc a forgone conclusion as part of the evolution of 

cQmpetitive energy 1l1arkels. Soon they will have to come to gripsl,,'ith competition within the 

bastion of distribution. It is Qnty a matter Qftime. 

All previously regulated industries belicved that their industry was special and that 

normal niles Qf eco.nomics and business dill not exist in that particular market. Experience over 

thc P3st 30 years has shown that markets can be opened to competition and that the a natural 

monopoly situation is transitory and temporal in nature. Thc rime of the natural monQPoly o.\,('( 

distribution services will, in my e.slimation. be over much sooner than thc conventional wisdom 

in this industry WQuid have liS bdicvc. 

Dated IRccmbcr 16, 1997 in San Francisco, California. 

Concuf1il1g Slatim/111 o/Colnmissiontr Jrnii J. KPlighl. Jr. to 
D.97·11·099 

()u/mbu 16.1997 
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